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 You will be playing as the "hero" country and you will play to decide how it will be in HOI2. There are a few new features in the pack: New Technologies to help people build wonders around the world. Dedicated Healers with a specialized focus on how to use technologies to help heal the population of the world. The impacts will be profound. Science and Social Science Technologies that create
population shifts. A special faction that has the unique ability to occupy the battlefield and help any country they choose. Includes a faction leader. New World Wonder: The Iron Throne. Each player receives one of the new wonders and each faction has access to one of the new wonders. New Commanders: The Pope of Rome and the King of England. Changes and Fixes. There are a number of fixes
and new changes to the HOI2 Doomsday game. Here is a list of what was changed: World Wonders: each country can only have 3 of the new wonders. All of the HOI2 "leader abilities" have been removed. For HoI2 ARMA, every faction has access to just 1 CO of the "hero" nation. The Pope of Rome has 6 national CO abilities and the King of England has 3. The COs have a number of advantages

and disadvantages depending on what their leader has in his/her arsenal. The abilities are similar to those in HOI2. Each player is randomly given an additional technology to begin with. This gives them a leg up in the development of their country and will affect the results of the game. New technologies have been added for the new COs. Each CO has access to a number of new technologies. The new
technologies are not very powerful, but they are not power-neutral. Each technology has one of the following effects: Increases the probability that your CO's HQ will deploy a nation wide shock force in the future. Raises the production cost of units for a period of time. Raises the production cost of research for a period of time. Increases the production cost of CO ability at a nation wide level for a

period of time. Slows down the development of your own units. Decreases the size of the army after a certain victory. Decreases the production cost of your existing units and the research cost of your new technologies. Change: New World Wonder: The Iron Throne. Each player 82157476af
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